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AAoore considers issue
of Regents elimation
By Mark Dodosk
SUH Reporter
Gov. James A Rhodes' proposal to
eliminate the Ohio Board ol Regents to
cut down on administrative expenses
remains "just a skeletal proposal.'
according to University President Dr
HollisA MooreJr
But he said he has not seen enough
details of the proposal to determine
whether or not he would favor the
Regents' elimination
The governor said in his inaugural
speech Monday that his administration
should "make the changes necessary
so we can get state education money
directly into the paychecks of those

who are the backbone of our educational system-the teachers or school
employes "
Rhodes labeled the Regents "an
expensive and unnecessary overhead
cost'' which he said "should be
eliminated."
FORMATION OF A cabinet officer
of education to replace the Regents is
being considered by Rhodes, said Dr
Moore
According to Dr Moore, the new
cabinet officer probably will have two
administrators assisting him. one for
primary education and one for
secondary education

New constitution set
for Grad Student vote
By I .van Dagas
The Graduate Student Senate IUSSI hopes to document its committment to
revitalization when the revised constitution comes to a vote Friday
Stan Swartz, teaching fellow in education and chairman of the constitution
revision committee, said the constitution "is an important manifestation of
the continued growth of Graduate Student Senate "
The constitution has been revised to give GSS more order and structure,
according to Swartz There were no guidelines for procedure in meetings
under the old constitution, which gave the president too much power, he
added
The revised constitution specifies that Robert's Rules of Order be used so
that each senator has a fair chance to voice his opinion
THE REVISION WAS begun midway into fall quarter, according to Gary
Wolford. teaching fellow in education and Graduate Student Senate president
At that time the Senate Executive Committee appointed a committee of four
graduate students to work on the revision.
Swartz wrote the final version of the constitution He said he based it on
models of organizations that have had successful constitutions
Swarti described the revised constitution as "a classic model, not
innovative, but workable It covers everything that needs to be in a constitution. Any oversights will be resolved in the Friday meeting."
If the senators accept the new constitution, it will be passed on to Vice
Provost for Student Affairs. Richard Eakin. University President Hollis A
Moore Jr and the Board of Trustees for approval
Swartz said he expects the constitution to pass in the senate without trouble
ACCORDING TO Swartz. the new constitution seeks to avoid the problems
of the past Several key changes have been made in addition to the establishment of parlimentary procedure.
In the past. GSS elections were held in September, which often meant the
organization was inactive in the summer because its officers graduated in
June
The revised constitution specifies that elections be held in April, so that GSS
will have continuity and be ready in the fall to serve incoming graduate
students
THE ELECTION PROCEDURE was also changed to require candidates for
office to get SO people to sign a petition before the candidate's name is placed
on the ballot Ten signatures must be obtained from five different
departments
According to Swartz, the new procedure brings GSS to the attention of all
the departments, ensuring that senators are representative of not only their
own department but of graduate students as a whole
The final change provides that senators can be dismissed only by the
department that elected them The old constitution allowed dismissal for
three absences by the senate itself
The vote on the constitution will be taken at Friday's meeting, which will be
held at 9 a.m. in the Taf t Room, Union.

THE REPUBLICAN governor's
proposal would require revised 'legislation by the Democrat-dominated
legislature
Though admitting he was "personally surprised" at the straight
forwardness of Rhodes' announcement. Dr Moore said he "has seen an
effort by the Regents to take or. new
functions" which he said were not in
their realm
Dr Moore is chairman of the InterUniversity Council, a group which
consists of state university presidents
As their representative, he plans to
talk to the governor within llu next 10
days about Rhodes' plans for higher
education
The president said he was interested
in Rhodes' views on faculty bargaining
and campus construction
"It sounds like Gov Rhodes wants
some immediate construction work to
begin for the 30,000 construction
workers who are laid off." said Dr
Moore
HE SAID HE hopes to get some
workers on campus for renovation
work and repairs
Dr. Moore called it "an inaccurate
reading" to anticipate much new construction by Rhodes even though his
past administration was characterized
by expansive building »*. state
universities
"Enrollments were up then," said
Dr Moore, "but things have been on
the way down since "
But he added. "I hope he'll iRhodesi
be generous enough to bu'ld a new
music building "

Temperature
tantrums

Not even yesterday's temperatures in the teens tould keep thete Xlniveriity
students away from dastei. But if you think recent weather was bad, b-bbaby you ain't seen nothin' yet.

Ford plans to prop up nation
By R. Gregory Noket
Associated Preii Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)-The economic
programs being advanced by President
Ford and Congress are designed in
large part to prop up the nation's
standard of living, which has taken a
beating in the past 18 months.
Few Washington officials mention
standard of living. They talk instead in
terms of unemployment, inflation, recession and real earnings
But all of these indicate whether
people are better or worse off, and the
result lately has been worse off.
Charles L. Schultz. a former budget
director under President Johnson, said
in an interview yesterday he believes
Americans have permanently lost at
least one year's normal growth in their
standard of living, and maybe two
SCHULTZ, WHO now is an
economist with the Brookings Institution here, said American living
standards-as measured by purchasing
power-normally rise between 2 per
cent and 2.5 per cent a year on
the average.
While he foresees a return to growth

'in the future, the lost growth of the
past year or two may never be
regained, he said
PART OF THE decline in living
standards was encouraged by the
Nixon, and then the Ford
administrations, as being temporarily
necessary to combat the nation's double-digit inflation rate
In one of his first major speeches
after becoming secretary of the
Treasury last year, William E. Simon
talked of the need for Americans to
accept higher unemployment and
slower growth than they would
otherwise want, as the price to pay for
curbing inflation
INTEREST RATES were kept high
and government spending was kept
under as much restraint as the
administration could manage The
purpose was to slow the economy and
reduce inflationary pressures
The result was seen not only in the
current recession and a 7.1 per cent
unemployment rate, but also in a 5.6
per cent drop in the purchasing power
of workers' paychecks
THE LABOR Department said the
buying power of workers' paychecks in
November was at its lowest point in
seven years, both because of smaller
paychecks due to fewer hours worked
It would be wrong to blame all of the
decline solely on Nixon and Ford

administration economic policy-the
four-fold increase in world oil was
clearly a factor, as were the increases
in food prices because of short food
supplies.
But months before the Ford
administration changed its policy from
battling inflation to fighting recession,
the nation's European trading partners
were urging such a shift They feared
the U.S. anti-inflation policies would
drive the world into a deep recession.
THE DECLINE in Americans
purchasing power meant less
consumer buying, and the slowdown
has hurt many industries, especially
autos and housing
Now policies will change, as Ford
revealed Monday night, and the

President and the Congress daarl]
intend to give back to Americans sum,
of the purchasing power thev have losl
That will be done through a 12 pel
cent rebate ol 1974 taxes, if the Ford
plan is approved, or through another
kind of tax cut selected by Congress
THE INTENTION is that Amei leans
will spend, save or invest as thev used
to do All three will help to Stimulate
the economy, administration
economists say
But the return of purchasing power
to Americans will be done at ,i cot)
namely the biggest federal budget
delicits in peacetime in the nation's
history, totaling as much as $30 billion
this year and $411 billion or more next
vear

Council nominee sought
The Concerned Students for City
Government, a group seeking to have
a student elected to city council, will
hold an organizational meeting
tonight at 7 30 in the second floor
lounge. Student Services Bldg
Any student interested in running
for council or helping in the campaign
should attend, according to Denise

Dartt, senior <A&Si. one of the
group's organizers
Dartt said the group seeks to have
elected a student "who understands
student concerns "
"In the past we have seen that city
council in general has not listened to
us." she said
The group is independent of either
major political party.

Rutter cautions against pranks
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By Cindy Smercina
Staff Reporter
City Safety Director Howard Rutter
said yesterday he is concerned about
the growing incidence of false fire
alarms on campus and the negative
effect they may have on fire safety.
City and University administrators
have expressed concern about the
increase in vandalism and theft of fire
extinguishers in recent months, as well
as the growing amount of smoke
detector-tampering in University
residence halls.
Rutter said he sees the situation as
defeating the purpose of fire protection
equipment He added that it could lead
to disaster
"Students now refuse to vacate the
buildings because they assume it's
another prank." he said. "It's like the
little boy who cried wolf."

Buried
bump ers

low your mittens in the Union? Wars* things could happen-especially if you
wore driving in Ellondalo, Minn, over the weekend. This car wat abandoned in
a ditch along an interstate highway after a blizzard virtually immobilized the
state. At least nine deaths were attributed to the storm. (AP Wirophoto)

THE CITY'S fire protection potential
should increase early, next month,
however, when an inflatable air bag is
delivered to the city fire department.
The bag. which can be inflated in
seconds, would cushion the fall of
persons who must jump from the upper
floors of burning buildings
The city currently receives an

appropriation of approximately $49,000
from the Board of Regents to supplement municipal fire protection funds
because ol the presence of the University.
Rutter said he does not expect that
aid to cease with the change of administration in Columbus.
Despite the problems of false
alarms. Rutter said he sees Bowling
Green as having normal problems for a
community its size.
He said he believes the town is not
overburdened by the presence of large
numbers of students.
He added that the biggest problems
involve housing and automobiles
"MOVING lautol violations create
more problems because of the number
of student-owned cars." Rutter said
Most citizen complaints involve
speeding and parking
"We have the old standby of the
bousing problem-landlords renting
single family dwellings to large
numbers of students." he continued
Council approved a stricter
municipal housing code late last year
Rutter foresees stricter enforcement
of housing regulations as a result of the
new code.

Downtown bars were a target for
citizen complaints last October when
open container violations and
vandalism were common
BUT RUTTER said he has received
more co-operation from students and
the bar owners in recent months and
plans to meet with students in the
spring
"It's been kind of chilly and there
aren't many students out" he said
"Most of our complaints are in
springtime and early summer."
Rutter said he sees the closing of the
downtown bars as a last resort, and
said he has yet to go before student
representatives, ask for help, and not
get it."

Weather
Becomlag mostly rloady today
with chance of snow. High today 20
to 25. Partly cloudy aad cold
tonight Low near 10 Tomorrow
mostly cloady with chance of snow
aad the highs la the 2ts.
Probability of precipitation 4( per
ceat today aid 29 per ceal toaigkt.
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tribute to dr. king

epiT8RiaLS
smoke detectors
are no toys
At a result of student idiocy, the $200,000 smoke detector system
installed in campus living units by the University fall quarter is nearly
worthless.
In fact. University President Hollis A. Moore Jr. has admitted that fire
protection was better before the detectors were installed
This isn't because the University bought faulty Equipment, but
because some students have given in to their animalistic instincts and
vandalized the detectors.
Seldon Carsey. the University's director of health and environmental
safety, said there have been 29 false alarms since the beginning of fall
quarter.
And since "wolf has been called so many times, many residents now
simply ignore the alarms when they are activated
James Mangano, director of Rodgers Quad, said only about 30 per cent
of Rodgers residents leave the dorm when an alarm is sounded as a result
of the numerous false alarms The same is probably true of other
residence halls.
The problem with Rodgers' alarm system is that if one smoke detector
is damaged, it paralyzes the entire system of the residence hall.
Dr. Moore's threat of suspension and eventual expulsion for those
• convicted of tampering with the alarms is a necessary deterrent.
So the next time one of the vandals decides to be "funny' and tampers
with one of the smoke detectors, perhaps he should remember that he is
not only causing a false alarm, but that he may also be leaving the
hallowed halls of the University if he gets caught.
Let's hope the threat of expulsion is enough to keep the children from
playing. If not. someone will get burned.

W(i«« do wo go from htim?" ii o
coined phraie lakon from a book written
by Or. Martin turner King Jr., tit tod
Where Do Wo Co from Horo,
Community or Chaoo?" This II a rotative
quos'ton WO must bogin to a%k
ourfo/vet.
Political maneuverf from the knt two
protidonl'ial odminitlraliont can bo hold
accountable lor turning tho pogot of
history backward Block and poor pooplo
arm boing ttagod, with a totting of tho
I950't, tn tor at /us lice and a purtuit of
happinott it concornod.
Dr. King had a droam but tho iiow ft
lomowhor cloudy, or, can wo inlor, it it
a droam deferred, driod up liko a raitin
in tho tun. So, wo mull atk again,
whoro do wo 90 from horo?
Thit biographical matorial, takon from
Iho Alpha •hi Alpha Iratornily't
momorial book on Or. King, wo liko fo
proionl, fos wo target Greater love
hath no man than to lay down hit Mo
lor hit Iriondt."
Important Event! in the Life of
Dr. Martin Lather King
January IS, lfZl

Born in Atlanta. Georgia.
1M8
King graduated from
College at age of 19.

Morehouse

1K1
Earned Bachelor Divinity degree at

Crozer Theological Seminary, at
Crozer developed a fascination for
Mahatma Gandi. whose life teachings
were ultimately to influence his own
destiny as a leading apostle resistance
IKS
Awarded Ph.D. at Boston University;
while at Boston he married Miss
Corretta Scott.
December Montgomery Bus Boycott.
Formation Montgomery Improvement
Association headed by King.
1157

Formation of SCLC. Southern
Christian Leadership Council
1M3

Birmingham, police use fire hoses to
rout black demonstrators Black
church was bombed, killing four little
girls attending Sunday school King
and his associates were jailed "Letter
from Birmingham Jail"
his
expression of his moral philosophy.
MM
250.000 Americans of all faiths, races,
and creeds marched on Washington in
the support of Civil Rights legislation,
led by Dr. King King delivers 'I Have
a Dream" speech
MM
King received Nobel Peace Prize.
1M5
King launched voter registration drive

huston replies to shaffer
By Karen A. Huston
(M'SK A Staff Representative
Gneit Columnist
■J The problem with personal defense
columns is that the writer uses only
'(elect facts which illuminate his her
case Or worse yet. the writer can
omit, distort or rearrange facts
without the public's knowledge II is
for this reason that disputed cases are
heard in our Court and Hearings
system rather than argued in the press,
as is being done by Chief Dale Shaffer
I believe the public deserves a more
accurate view ol the Charlotte Slarnes
case than was submitted by Chief
' Shaffer I submit the following farts
which are nol personal conjet'lure. but
are a matter of record given in sworn
testimony

possible option by the committee They
went so far as to allow Shaffer to sit in
the hearing in any manner he chose,
including in complete silence if he so
desired. Shaffer chose to walk out
The committee declined postponing
the hearing to a later date because
Officer Slarnes had already waited
eleven months This hearing was put
into motion in August; Mr Shaffer had
ample opportunity to secure counsel in
the two and one-half month interim
The presence of a court reporter was
agreed to by (he administration prior
to the hearing so it was nol a surprise
lo the University The purpose of the
reporter is lo get a complete record of
the sworn testimony The witnesses
called on behalf of Officer' Slarnes
were nol afraid of having the truth on
record
The Promotion

The grievance hearing held October
31. 1974 re the Charlotte Slarnes case
was in compliance with the 1st; S t
Fourth Step grievance procedure The
authority to hold the hearing was
established by the University The
procedural guidelines utilized were
those of the American Arbitration
Association's Rules for Voluntary
Labor Arbitrations, these rules are
nationally recognized and certainly not
illegal as contended by Shaffer's
phantom attorney
Further it was the University
administration's request thai the
discrimination complaint be heard in
conjunction with the promotional
procedure complain! Consequently. I
find il difficult to accept Mr Shatters
statement. "They tthe committee!
also disregarded legal and
administrative advice "
MR. SHAFFER claims
The
committee made judgments and
issued recommendations after hearing
one side of the case " First. Vice
President Scheuerman and Personnel
Director John Hayes presented the
University's position
Second. Shaffer was offered everyTHE BG NEWS
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Officer (ileason had been an officer
two years when Shaffer issued a memo
slating "Officer Gleason will assume a
position of Acting Sergeant..." The
state spec No 7094 for Sergeant lists
"three years experience" as a
qualification
All of the ex security officers were
nol interviewed for the Police Officer's
position In fact, both Officer Slarnes
and Officer Becker testified that they
were unaware of the job opening until
Dec 4. 1973 when il was announced it
had been filled on Dec 3 by (ileason
Shaffer now states "Officer Gleason
was promoted based upon his work
performance as a Police Officer as
provided for in the slate job
description "' However, Shaffer's
memo of Dec 4, 1973 states the
promotion was based on Ability to
supervise a shift and Student Guard
Program, responsibility of being
department bomb technician,
supervisor's evaluation, training,
education and his counseling and
disciplinary record "
Mi Shaffer fails lo mention he has
refused permission for Officer Slarnes
to attend special training courses or
that she had an exemplary record prior
to his appointment to Safety Director
Two of the three persons who
rendered the poor evaluation on
Charlotte were the illegally promoted
persons against whom she had filed the
complaint Mr Hayes testified at the
hearing lhat he and Charlotte had
attempted lo individually discuss the
negative evaluation with the men. but
they refused to be separated for
individual discussion Hayes further
agreed under oath that Shaffer did not
list any positive features as is the
proper format for evaluation

IM

Chief Shaffer writes. "1 do nol
believe that Officer Starnes has been
discriminated against in any way
during the period of time that I have
headed the division." The
discriminatory treatment of Charlotte
Slarnes is a mailer of record
The Arbitration Committee wrote in
their findings "there has been a
pattern of harassment of and
discrimination against Officer Starnes
in Campus Safety" The idea that Chief
Shaffer cannot recognize visible
discrimination and continues to avow
his innocence does not eliminate the
fact the discrimination exist*.
Chief Shaffer lauds the fact he has
not been counseled since 1972 by the
Chief EEO Officer However, the Chief

failed to explain that Lawyer testified
at the hearing thai she did nol continue
to counsel Shaffer because it was
hopeless as far as retraining him was
concerned, lhat he had not corrected
the problems and further approaches
by her seemed useless.
Chief Shaffer offers as proof of his
fairness the fact thai he promoted a
female dispatcher to Police Officer
and he hired the only other black
officer The female Police Officer to
whom he refers testified thai she
realized she was as far as she could go
in Campus Safely and lhat she had no
further opportunity for advancement
The fact that Chief Shaffer has hired
ONE black officer, though it smacks ol
tokenism, is indisputable
Much testimony was offered at the
hearing as to racial and sexist
tendencies within Campus Safety Nol
one was refuted even though the
administration had every opportunity
to call any and all witnesses they
desired That neither Shaffer nor any
other officer involved testified is nol
Ihe fault of the appellant The OCSEA
never objected lo anyone offering
testimony and in fact requested lhat
Shaffer be made lo teslify and undergo
cross examination.
Disarming
In discussing the firearms
proficiency, it should be noted thai the
standard issue weapon at BGSU was a
two inch weapon as opposed to the
more accurate, preferred four inch
weapon permitted at every other state
university in Ohio The Chief avers
"Officers are required lo fire with an
instructor present " He omitted
relevant information such as 11 the
instructor assigned was one involved in
the illegal promotions, and 21
Charlotte worked a different shift than
her instructor
The allegation lhat Chief Shaffer did
not know of Officer Slarnes eye injuryis impossible for several reasons
11 Slarnes was off duly for the
surgery and recovery It seems
reasonable to believe Shaffer would
have noticed her absence
2) Starnes received Workman's
Compensation for the injury which
indicates it was job-related and a
thorough investigation was conducted
3) Chief Shaffer was first counselled
by EEO Officer Lawyer when he

refused Slarnes temporary daylight
duty at Ihe request of her physician
41 In August. 1974. as the OCSEA
field representative for Slarnes. I
personally met with Shaffer and Hayes
and discussed the eye injury
I do not understand how Chief
Shaffer can continue lo suggest Ihe eye
injury was nol reported to him
The contention thai Officer Slarnes
was nol reduced because her pay was
not cut is again a violation of law The
Ohio Revised Code prohibits reduction
in position I duties i without following
designated procedures
Secret Files
One of Ihe last and more distasleful
issues in need of investigation is Chief
Shaffer's "secret files". At the
hearing. Vice President Scheuerman
presented written documents prepared
by Shaffer These documents highlight
why Stale Personnel prohibits
secretive files and demands employe
review of one's own file if desired
If Shaffer finds fault with his
officers, why are the problems kepi
recorded in secret files in his office
and not openly discussed with the
officers involved How much more is in
his files thai none of us know about'*
In the October hearing. Personnel
Director Hayes testified lhat Chief
Shaffer has trouble communicating
with his officers and thai he had
frequently been advised to establish
communications wilhin and without
the department
Apparently. Shaffer is finally
heeding that advice by communicating
through the news media It is
interesting to note that Shaffer
maintains he was unwilling lo testify at
a duly constituted hearing because he
felt "attendance al the hearing be
limited to persons directly involved",
but now the Chief is willing to share his
opinions with all those "directly
involved" t namely, all those who have
access to The BG News I
We have always believed thai Ihe
entire University community would be
concerned with illegal promotion
procedures and discriminatory
practices on campus We are sorry
Chief Shaffer prefers to present his
arguments without undergoing cross
examination, but we are of the opinion
that some of those arguments would
not stand up under examination

...AND, IN ORDER TO BEAT OUR
ENERGY CRISIS, I MAY HAVE
TOASKALLOFY0UT0V0LUN...

inSelma. Alabama

March 7; "Bloody Sunday "
Freedom march from Selma
Montgomery.
ltM
King campaign against
conditions in Chicago

to

slum

April 4, IMS
King is assassinated in Memphis by
James Earl Raye
FROM

HIS SPEECHES AND
STATEMENTS.
THE WISDOM OF MARTIN Ll'THER
KING
We've broken loose from Ihe Egypt
of slavery and we have moved through
the wilderness of legal segregation
Now we stand on the border of the
promised land of integration
When evil men plot, good men must
plan When evil men burn and bomb,
good men must build and bind When
evil men shout ugly words of hatred,
good men must commit themselves to
the glories of love. When evil men
would seek to perpetuate an unjust
status quo. good men musl seek to
bring into being a real order of justice
It is a cruel jest to say to a bootless
man thai he should lift himself by his
own bootstraps It is even worse to tell
a man to lift himself by his own
bootstraps when somebody is standing
on Ihe boot
We are tied together The Negro
needs the white man to free him of his
fear. the white man needs the Negro to
free him of his guilt.
A doctrine of black supremacy is as
evil as a doctrine of white supremacy
ONLY 7.8 per cent of the Negro
studenls of Ihe South are attending
integrated schools this year, a hundred
years after our emancipation from
slavery Al this pace it will take 92
more years to integrate the publicschools ol the South
Before Ihe victory's won maybe
some more will have lo get scarred up.
lose jobs, lace the problem of being
called bad names Before the victory's
won. maybe some more will have to
face the tragedy of physical death
Three simple words can describe the
nature of the social revolution that is
taking place and what Negroes really
want. They are the words "all."
"Now." and "here."
II is interesting to notice that the
extreme pessimist and the extreme
optimist agree on al least one point
They both leel thai we must sit down
and do nothing in the area of race
relations The extreme optimist says
do nothing because integration is
inevitable The extreme pessimist says
do nothing because integration is
impossible
FREEDOM IS nol some lavish dish
thai the federal government or the
while man will pass out on a silver
platter while the Negro merely
furnishes Ihe appetite If integration is
to be a reality, the Negro must suffer
for it
We have come lo the point where we
are able to say to those who will even
use violence to block us. we will match
your capacity to inflict suffering
without capacity to endure suffering.
Green power-that's the kind of
power we need
Freedom is never voluntarily given
by the oppressor; it must be demanded
by Ihe oppressed
I HAVE A DREAM
1 have a dream thai my four little
children will one day live in a nation
where they will not be judged by the
color of their skin bul by the content of
their character
I have a dream today

I have a dream thai one day the stale
of Alabama, whose governor's lips are
presently dripping with the words of
interposition and nullification, will be
transformed into a situation where
little black boys and black girls will be
able to join hands with little white boys
and white girls and walk together as
sisters and brothers.
1 have a dream today

I HAVE A dream that one day every
valley shall be exalted, every hill and
mountain shall be made low. the rough
places will be made plain, and the
crooked places will be made straight,
and the glory of the Lord shall be
revealed, and all flesh shall see it
together.
This is our hope This is the faith
with which I return to the South With
this faith we will be able to hew out of
the mountain of despair a stone of
hope With this faith we will be able to
transform the jangling discords of our
nation into a beautiful symphony of
brotherhood With this faith we will be
able to work together, to pray
together, to struggle together, to go to
jail together, lo stand up for freedom
together, knowing that we will be free
one day.
This will be the day when all of God's
children will be able lo sing with newmeaning My country 'tis of thee,
sweet land of liberty, of thee 1 sing
Land where my fathers died, land of
the pilgrim's pride, from every
mountainside, let freedom ring."
And if America is to be a great
nation this must become true So let
freedom ring from the prodigious
hilltops of New Hampshire! Let
freedom ring from the might
mountains of New York! Let freedom
ring from Ihe heightening Alleghemes
of Pennsylvania'
Let freedom ring from the
snowcapped Rockies of Colorado!
LET FREEDOM ring from the
curvaceous peaks of California'
Bui not only that, let freedom ring
from Stone Mountain of Georgia'
Let freedom ring from every hill and
mole hill of Mississippi From every
mountainside, lei freedom ring
When we let freedom ring, when we
lei it ring from every village and every
hamlet, from every state and every
city, we will be able to speed up that
day when all of God's children, black
men and while men, .Jews and
t.entiles Protestants and Catholics,
will be able to join hands and sing in
the words of thai old Negro spiritual.
Free at last' Free al last' Thank God
Almighty, we are free at last'"
MANY ACTS of violence on both
sides but he would forever believe in
nonviolence He would see the death of
many of his people, many of his close
friends and companions in his struggle
for freedom, such as Medger Evers.
NAACP leader in Jackson. Mississippi
in 1963 But he would, with his people,
keep up the struggle because of what
he said so many limes and believed
"We shall overcome " He would see
his ways, his purpose, his views
spread, and also he would see his
ideals start to climb up the hill toward
success, freedom and equality for all
He would continue this ever pressing
struggle seeing many successful
things, wanting and seeing the need for
even more
When he received the Nobel Peace
Prize in 1964 al a time when Ihe
country was being lorn by violence he
had this lo say.
"I am mindful that only yesterday in
Birmingham, Alabama, our children,
crying out for brotherhood, were
answered with fire hoses, snarling
dogs and even death I am mindful that
only yesterday in Philadelphia.
Mississippi, young people seeking to
secure the right to vote were
brutalized and murdered
"Therefore. 1 musl ask why this
prize is awarded to a movement which
is beleaguered and committed to
unrelenting struggle; to a movement
which has nol won the very peace and
brotherhood which is the essence of the
Nobel Prize After contemplation. I
conclude that this award which I
receive on behalf of that movement is
profound recognition that nonviolence
is the answer to the crucial political
and moral question of our time the
need for man to overcome oppression
and violence without resorting to
violence and oppression.
"I accept this award today with an
abiding faith in America and an
audacious faith in the future of
manking I refuse to accept the view
thai mankind is so tragically bound to
the starless midnight of racism and
war that the bright daylight of peace
and brotherhood can never become a
reality."
His struggle would continue until
while in Memphis preparing for
another march, the brother, the man.
Martin Luther King was felled by an
assassin s bullet. And his nation, his
people, and people throughout the
world mourned the death of this great
man. who once said "the quality, not
the longevity, of one's life is what is
important If you are cut down in a
movement that is meant to save the
soul of a nation, then nothing could be
more redemptive." On those days
before his death he had said in a sort of
prophetic way "Well I don't know what
will happen now. We've got some
difficult days ahead. But it doesn't
really matter with me now, because
I'VE BEEN TO THE MOUNTAIN
TOP"

Woajnoseloy. January 15,1*71, Tho BO Nsw./Po*. »

Journalism school to cut size
By RMC Hame
MaugtM Eolwr
Zero population growth
has become more than an
ecological problem to the
School of Journalism
faculty. It's become a necessity within the department.
Despite an increase of
more than S3 per cent in the
number of credit hours
genei ated by journalism
majors, the journalism
faculty for next year has
been frozen at nine
instructors and two graduate students
"I don't think it's all
Watergate (that caused the
increased enrollment),"
said John H Boyer. acting
director of the School of
Journalism, "although it's
very compelling.''
He said the general

temper of college campuses
in the late 60s helped draw
students to journalism.
"Something was wrong with
society and this was one
area where students saw
they could apply pressure."
said Boyer
HE ADDED that several
students have turned to
journalism as a general
course, leading them to law
school or careers in politics.
Referring to a "shadow job
market." Boyer also said
students seeking jobs
requiring communication
skills, but not directly
involved in producing a news
broadcast or a publication,
have turned to journalism.
Journalism majors have
increased from SSI to about
550 in two years with the
highest growth rate among

broadcasting students.
according to Boyer. Public
relations draws the highest
number of students.
The journalism faculty
cannot be Increased ant
year because of a "peculiar
history of enrollment,"
according to Boyer. He said
the number of credit hours
generated by journalism students hit 7.000 during the
1969-70 academic year and
fell to 6.500 during the next
few years.
Last year's journalism
majors generated 7.200
credit hours. Boyer expects
9.000 to be produced this
year
TO MAINTAIN the 60-1
ratio of journalism students
to faculty, the faculty
recently accepted four proposals to stabilize the enroll-

Police report auto offenses
Two cases of auto vandalism have been reported to
city police

Dr. Richard I. Cranf, an assistant prslsnor of biology,
operates one of the University's throe electron microscopes.
The microscope hat a fine electron beam which scant acrott
the specimen, cauting it to emit radiation which it detected,
amplified and picked up on a TV screen.

Matter
matters

Tom Riggs. 253 Kohl Hall,
reported that his car was
vaiidalized while parked on
the 100 block of South
College Drive A fire log had
apparently been thrown
through the rear window of
his 1968 Red Buick Gran
Sport
Leo Lampeter. of Sixth
Street, told police the vent

window of his 1965 t'hevy
was broken sometime
Sunday morning The car
was parked in the Bowling
Green Radiator and Auto
Body parking lot. 224 N.
Main St.
Jack R Fraushi. of Rossford, was arrested for auto
trespassing Monday. His car
was illegally parked at the
Mid-American Bank. 1480 E.
Wooster St
Two cars were reported
stolen between 8:15 and 8 30

p.m. Monday. A 1972 two
door bronze Nova owned by
Richard L Busdeker. Sand
Ridge Road, was taken from
the parking lot in front of
Lane Drug Co.. 820 S Main
St
The State Highway Patrol
in Walbridge recovered a
1970 Chrysler stolen from
the A&P parking lot. 814 S
Main St. The car belongs to
Ralph Schmidt. 931 N
Summit St.

ment The proposals have
been sent to the dean of the
College of Business Administration and the provost
The proposals include a
minimum grade point
average (GPAI for persons
transferring into the journalism curricula; a minimum
GPA journalism majors
must have to enroll In
journalism courses, a limit
on number of times a course
may be repeated, and a priority scheduling according to
the number of journalism
credits earned
Boyer said he hopes the
proposals will be approved
by spring quarter
Even though the number
of journalism majors has
increased, "there are still
jobs, but they are not the
apparent and obvious ones."
according to Boyer.
He said few graduates can
expect to be hired immediately by large newspapers
or broadcasting corporations However, small newspapers and corporations producing special publications
hire new graduates.
"You can't wait for an
offer The graduate has to be
a hunter." said Boyer. He
said even if the School of
Journalism faculty were
increased, "we wouldn't be
able to schedule classes
because there's no room "
He added that journalism
departments traditionally

Professor focuses on microscopes
By Rill Tuner
While many things-buildinu* airplanes, even peopleserin to be growing larger,
an assistant professor of
biology at the t'niversity is
turning his attention toward
the world's tiny items
l)r Richard E ('rang uses
the biology department s
three electron microscopes,
located on the fifth floor of
the Life Sciences Bldg . to
examine specimens that
could not he properly examined with ordinary equip
men)
WHEN I >r (rang arrived
ai the University Id 1969. the
biology department had one
transmission electron
microscope ITEM), which

M

was installed new when the
Life-Sciences building was
completed in 1967
The biology department
obtained its second TEM in
November. 1972 at a cost of
about $36,000. paid by a
grant from the Kresge
Foundation The foundation
also gave a grant allowing
the delivery of a $65,000
scanning electron microscope ISF.MI in May. 1973
Dr Crang said the conventional, light-using microscope allows maximum
magnification of only about
1500 times and resolution of
2 microns There are 25.000
microns in one inch.

0006 microns, he added,
while the SEM range is 30 to
100,000 times with a resolution of .001 microns
THE TEM PROJECTS a
beam of electrons through a
thin slice of specimens to
produce a magnified shadow
image. Dr Crang said this
electron microscope is used
for examination of the
internal structure of cells
The SEM has a very fine
electron beam which scans
across the specimen,
causing it to emit radiation

which is detected, amplified
and picked up on a TV
screen
Dr Crang said it is usually
easier for persons to interpret a magnification from
the SEM because the surface structures of specimens
DR. CRANG said teaching
is the major use of the electron microscopy lab
while four faculty members,
besides himself, are using
the lab for ongoing research
and about five graduate stu-

The TEM has a magnification range of 1500 to 100.000
times and a resolution of

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIGHM.D.
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NOW PLAYING!
EVE. 7:00 4 9:20

dents are using it in preparing their theses.
The older TEM is used
about 40 to 50 hours a week,
while the SEM is operated
about 20 to 25 hours a week,
he said. The newer TEM is
used as a back-up unit for
the older TEM and some
research Its use varies
from 3 to 40 hours in a week
THERE ARE also one or
two undergraduates working
on an hourly basis each

have been "tucked away In a
corner" at most universities He said he would like
the School of Journalism to
someday obtain a city-type
newspaper that could be
used to give students practical experience

Mi
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quarter in the lab who assist
with sample preparation and
operation of the equipment,
he said.
Considered a single facility, the University's electron microscopy lab "is as
good as any in the state."
Dr Crang said. But in contrasting total equipment, he
added, the three electron
microscopes do not compare
well with the over 20 units at
Ohio State University.
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FLESH GORDON - A broad, brsasty. sexy spool,
camping it up with heroes, monsters and SCIFI
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RATED X
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Strength To Love
It take a certain strength
to love
not in the biceps
not in the triceps, but,
built up in the heart
regulating the mind
as was empowered
in Dr. M. L King

ELIMINATIONS: 12 NOON
FINALS:

730 PM

ANDERSON ARENA

B.G.S.U.

"Dr. King had a vision after overcoming
many violent obstacles of this world. This
vision (I Have A Dream) came by faith
and faith by works. They are inseparable.
FAITH is: "It is the confident assurance
that something we want is going to
happen. It is the certainty that what we
hope for is waiting for us, even though we
cannot see it up ahead"
(Hebrews 11:1)
Education Comm.
Phi Btta Sigma Fraternity
Epsilon Phi Chapter

DONATION
ADULTS $2.00
STUDENTS

$1.00 w/o

BLACK BELT DEMONSTRATION!
OF
BREAKING
CONTROL
ORIENT WEAPONS
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Memorial
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A memorial tribute far UM late
Martin Luther King Jr. win be held
tomorrow at 9 p.m. In the Amini
Room
Tie event will Include music.
poetry and a ipeech given by Ron

YOU MONEY COME ON IN
EVERYDAY IS A SAVINGS DAY
AT YOUR FRIENDLY
GREAT SCOT STORE!

GreatScot
f MINDLY FOOD STORES

•elected to open the Regents Art
Series tomorrow in Columbus
Hie Art Series, apunaured by the
Ohio Board of Regents. Is designed to
recognise creative and productive
talent from various Ohio art schools
The University exhibit will ran for
four months In the new Board of
, Regents offices ID the State Office
Tower. AH the works were done by
University students and faculty, and
are valued at nearly $15,000.

Laaui. instructor of etbalc studies
andapeech
Sponsored by Black Student Union,
It It open to the public.

Art Series
■ Nearly SO piece* of artwork from
the University jcbool of art have been
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Italian painter
Misjudges
— alia
Arabian gulf
Dorothy Perkins
Useful Latin
phrase

DOWN
1 Anthracite
2 Earthen jar
Cap visor
Trigonometric
function
Salad plant
Book of map*
With least
restraint
8 Esams monitor:
Abbr.
9 Legislative body
10 Hi-fi enthusiast
11 Embrace
12 Blackbird
13 Kefauver
81 Of the oceans
flow and outflow
25 Musical interval
16 Pearls
27 Fasten
28 Part of AM A:
Abbr.
29 Half of a
German city
31 Row
84 Following
36 On tiptoe
37 Flouting ice
38 Ky/s neighbor
40 Tributary of the
Danube

80 Precipitous
32 Leisure
33 Italian wine
center
36 Obelisk
89 Modern weapon
41 Give a right to
43 Coin phone parts
44 Heroine of "Last
of the Mohicans"
46 Symbol ef
courage
4T Foolish: Slang
49 Intensify
SI Tourists gear
B4 Cooking device
B« Teller of tall
tales
57 Fuel
68 Seed covering
64 Support for
ship's frame
06 Seaman's time-off

IIMIT 1 FPU ITIM PIP CUSTOMIR WITH OH»E
THIS OtiAl SCOT COUPON AND .15 OP
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MOBI
FOOD
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SAN A
PURE

ACROSS
Thfeket
The Dolomites
Highest point
Oily compound
Ripped
Rubber trees
Finnish islands
Wsler bird
Ply like a
humming bird
Source of the
Mississippi
Ely. for one
Two-jawed
device
Figures of speech
Chewed, as •
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50
61
62
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58
59
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61
62
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Lowest point
Half-shell items
Type of ship
Useful I-atln
phrase
Miss Barton of
the Red Cross
Made public
Where Augusta
is
Regular beat
Of planes
Impart
Entrance way
Prayers
Spanish painter
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free laundry facilities, between
campus, town CaUSSS-0055

CAMPUS CALENDAR
Wednesday. January 15,li76

Fern roommsle winter/spring
M5 mo rent pd thru March 1st
352-5646

The Association for Childhood Education will meet in the Ohio Suite
of the Union tonight from 74 Projects for Elementary Majors will
bedhasasaod.

Apt to sublet spring ql 3146
month 152 5067

Freddie's Flock will meet in the 2nd floor East Hall of Memorial
Hall at I p.m. Sites of meetings may change Will notify you of
asset dates and places.

Female roommate needed, winter spring quarters 352-5906 or
352-am Free rent until Feb. 15

The BOSU Ski Club wlH meat la Rm 216 Math Science at t: 30 p m.
Ski Western New York ,
P
E RESERVE QUANTITY RIGHTS
PRICES GOOD THRU JAN. 20. 1975.

waufuvoori/i
GROUND

jsfflnswffiWf
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1
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CHUCK ROAST
LIMIT 1 PIP CUSTOMIR WITH THIS GRIAI SCO!
COUPON AND *•! OR MORI fOOD PURCHASf
GOOD THROUGH JAN 70 i»7S

AIDES

Theaies typing -362-TlsV

Desperately- Need Ride Oxford, Dayton, CttclanaU all
weekends. Marilyn »M4uSJ

Typing done 3M-72H

lost and found

unmsr CHOICE

DON'T FORGET TO STOP BY

SWISS
STEAK

KITCHEN
CREATIONS

LOST: Pleats: I lost J rings in
December In the second floor
student services' woroens John.
One a birthday gift Have a
heart Reward of HO Thanks.
(^U333-ia»8.
LOST: Red wood attar rale In
black leather case name insist.
CaUS-gssV^
■'.

BAKERY

ICED PERSHINGS 6F.R79e
DELI
I WISCONSIN COLBY

Si 29

e

MACARONI SALAD «. 59 ,

V)*

'*!»

H.

fCC

OPFN DAILY 7:45 A.M.-10 P.M.
OPEN SUNDAY 10 A.M. - 8 P.M.

■^WPfirTi
FWNDIY FOOD STORES

LOST: Black umbrella. M-Sc
M01/10/7>.CsBSj4-7l64.
LOST Red pocket ksjfe. SSI-

owr

CHEESE it ■
CHOOSY% LONGHORN
BAR BO
__
LI. 99°
CHOICE CHICKEN

1616 E WOuSTER, BOWLING GREEN

Student discount memberships
now available. Bee Gee Health
Spa 7th and High Street
SSMUSIC MAJORS!!
We buy and sell your used music
Tests and Method books Little
Olde Music Shoppe. 138 North
Main St. BO.

There win be a Woman's Track Mestlag - in Room 100 of the
Women's Bolktrng starting at I p.m. This meeting is open to all
women

4 LB. OR LARGER

STADIUM PLAZA

PERSONAU

There win be a Physical Activity Center for Everyone Club meeting
tonight lor all members hi the Tall Room of the Union st I
There wtli he a meeting of Freddies Flock tonight at I p m. in the
East hall of Memorial Hall. Plans will be discussed including a trip
to the MhjjBil basketball game Membership is open to everyone

HAMBURGER

|j\\j

Needed 1 female roommate.
winter ■sprr.t, 352-4715.

The BGSU Karate Club - GoJa Kai will meet in Rm 106 of the
WoiaanalhsilBtagfronW-e'p.m toaighl

LOST: Brown wallet In Men's
Gym SanUmissal vasae. No
questions asked
353-6577.
REWARD.
HELP WANTED
Babysitter
ft*Vi4e

Twr^Weda

OWll

»4

aXtsssesn^WlasttO*.

Want Bailor Favors. T-shirts or
Jerseys? Call Gary 352-5265
eve 352-5363.

Need PHOTOGRAPHS? portraits, passports, applications.
senior specials WEISSBROD
Studio U» W. Wooster 354-S041

Are you CHII.DI.ESS by choice?
1 need married people to fill out
a survey. No obligslions! Call
Sheila 353-0016

Piano lessons offered Contact
Diane 3M «0a)

interested In CRISIS PHONE"
Open informational meeting for
volunteers and the just
"curious " Tnurs Jan. 16. 7:30
UCF Center.

TV MadArtisuT Colony is alive
and well at the corner of S
Prospect and Byall 10 a m tol
p.m MS Stop in and look
around.

Angel Flight Information Night.
Sunday. January it at 7 p.m 340
Memorial Hall

The Arrangement Beaute Saloa
113 E Court J51-4101 Carol's
grand opening

Alpha Sigma Phi little sis rush
tonight at the house 7:30 to
S30.

SALE 25* OFF on Mugs. Tea
sets. Tea cups. Vases, at THE
WORKING HAND CRAFT
CENTER 616 Conneant.

Come meet DC'i Foxy Little
Sis's Thurs. Jan 16 7-9 All
interested men invited

WANTED
Room available for ooe female
Free rent until Jan. 15th. After
that gn/mo. TtwrsUn Manor
Apts CaUstvsm.
1

Female roommate needed
winter sod spring qtr. near
campus 352-6*57

WANTED: Person who desires
to eara money, ski free and
r.Brttss- Vermont* top- sU
resort by marketing ski
packages. CaH

Wale to sub-lease apartment
pay one nail of first
lk
S rent Call 352-0103.

Party Roma Available

I or t M roommates, separate
roam, after 7 30cad I ~

BgLdhg

SU-

^ STORE iTOrt BICYCLE THIS
WINTER. GsaraaMed safety
Mr your bake with
storage Only 110 BB4R SIC N
Main

Female roommate Own Room

III roommate lor i
and/or spring qtr Call S84-2as4
Oarage space to rent. Can 3724706 after 5 p.m.
1 f. roommate, turn. apt. a/c

What's cooking. Erf?
Rooms 202. 204 206 J02

U.L

ATO's - Our HOT tune in the old
town was SO good that we had
an ALARMING time at the tea
Thanx ADPi's
Barb. Congrats on KD traditions' The sisters were happily
surprised;
Kalhy: To the "white rose of
Texas" - Congrats on your KD
pre engagement'
Alpha Sigs 110 birthdays in
January'' What a great way to
celebrate' KD's say thanks for
a fabulous tea'
Dave and Greg. You finally
made it! We're glad we have
active Phi Psi big brothers
Sheila and Kate
Newsome - Happy 21st You're
catching up . Love. Kalhy
Congratulations Mike and
Dianne on your engagement'
The Gang on 6th floor.
TOR SALE
I960 VW Fastback. new paint
job, recently retuned. 31295 00
or best offer Moving must sell.
Call 353-1771.
SOFA FOR SALE WiU take
best Offer Call 352-0645 after
7 30pm
2 slightly used Audio-Monitor
(Model SOOOi fused speakers
100 00 ea Response - essentially
flat from 30 HZ 20.000 HZ power
handling - Cont. i Music content i
St watts Impedance - I ohms
Dimensions 23 V t 14 V x
12V." Call Hooker at the Teke
House. 372-0331.

Debt and John. How does the
dust taste John? Yon sure put a
sparkle In Debt's eyes and on
that left ring finger Congrats to
you both on your engagement.
Love. Terrl and Dave.

Scuba accessories for sale.
Camera, wt belt, wet suit.
depth gauge, etc. 352-7940

Thanks everyone who contributed to our popcorn sale for
Cardiac Aid. The Sisters of
Alpha Phi

Maranu amp. 4240 Quad 3533541

Kappa Sigma Little Sis Rush.
An Interested women welcome
Jan. it. in. 20. 7-» p.m. at the
house.
Because at the Phi Dells oatNew Years Eve started eat
right, we want to say akaaju tor
"W flamlag "good" sssjasP The
A-Caa-O's.
Congratulations Linda oa your
Sig Ep-Atpha Chi engagement.
Your Sisters

STEREO UNIT FM-AM. turntable, speakers, verv reason
able 362 7313 after 3

SKIS Bliuard-1*5 s i Austria)
Marker bindings - Aluminum
Poles Almost new-best offerRickSMSSM.
TOR RENT
Cherry HiU Village leasing
Chib bouse with indoor heated
C Office hours t-5 M-F 853
leonRd Suite 5 352-6248
Preferred Property Rentals,
houses and apartments. 352*378.

W«Jn«doy. Janoory 15. 1973, Th.BG N»,/Po,. 5

Job placement interviews set

turn

»FKM

i mma •fticw* at

1) vm. S»_ Jx l» 1171 »»•

Job interview sign-ups will
be held Thursday from 4:305 30 p.m. for school interviews and Fridays from 3-4
p.m for non-school interviews Both sign-up sessions
will be held in the Forum.
Student Services Bldg
A data sheet must be
turned in at the time of each
interview
BUSINESS
Jan. 27
GENERAL TIRE AND
Rl'BBER-Chemist
B chemistry.
Jli. M
THE ATLANTIC COMPANIES -- i citizenship
read > - Various training
positions
B insurance or
liberal arts
FEDERAL
RESERVE
BANK (citizenship reqd >-Bank examiner
B bus .

econ . minimum one year of
acctg.; research assistant:
B mm economic analyst:
B econ . junior programmer: B ramp sci or bus
with romp sci minor
INTERNATIONAL Paper
Co -Sales mktg
trainee
B mktg .
accountant
plant staff: B acctg. & fin.,
plant production mgmt (jr
foreman i B ind tech
CARNATION CO -Sales
representative B bus
Jaa.zf
CENTRAL NATIONAL
BANK of Cleveland l citizenship reqd i-Mgmt candidates for branch system
B fin . mgmt or general
bus
PUBLIC SERVICE INDIANA iciliaenship reqd.)Accountant
B acctg :
accountant B bus adm. <2
years acctg. i. electric

NOW!

living consultant: B home
ec.; energy consultant:
B bus or mktg. (tales oriented!
HOOVER CO. -CANCELED.
Jaa.M
J.C. PENNEY CO.. Inc
I citizenship
reqd '-Retail
mgmt trainee: B bus or
business-related.
XEROX CORP.-Sales
Rep : B 4 M all majors.
DIAMOND SHAMROCK
CORP. (Citizenship reqd iAccounting: B acctg or any
student majoring in fin.,
mgmt.. econ. etc. (minimum 12 hours acctg. subjects)- field technical sales:
B bus adm . chenv. bio. or
physics
SCHOOLS

Jan. 21
WARRENSVILLE HTS.
Board of Education (Cleveland areai-Elementary: all
areas; secondary: math,
science. English, bus education, industrial arts.
French and Spanish, remedial reading
Ju .21
VICTORIA TEACHER
SELECTION PROGRAM
I Australia l-math. science.
English, geography, music
(instrumental and vocal).
business,
home econ .
French, ind. arts and German. Must be certified by
April or May 20 Must attend
orientation before interview
Must have credentials and
transcript
CINCINNATI
PUBLIC-

SCHOOLS- Elementary and
secondary all areas
TOLEDO
PUBLIC
SCHOOLS All grades and
subjects except history. Especially interested in Spanish Mexican American and
minority people
Jai.M
EAST
ALLEN CO.
SCHOOLS i Fort Wayne
•ire.i' lmlusiri.il arts: 9-12.
chemistry 9-12. general sci
ence 9-12. mathematics 912. physics 9-12. music, ins
trumental. choral classroom 9-12; special education (EBIRl: k-6. special
education I.D k-6.
VICTORIA
TEACHER
SELECTION PROGRAM
(Australia'-see Jan 29 listing

TRY OUR HEW
HAMBURGER STEAK SUB

14 KINDS HOT SUBS
FALCON PIZZA

Falcon Pizza
352-1215

352-1215

University Symphony Orchestra
presents
SOLOIST

if

LOU MARINI JR.

}

OF

*

Blood, Sweat, and Tears J
* Sunday, Jan. 19,8:00 p.m. *
J
GRAND BALLROOM
j
jL Admission Free-Donations Greatly Accepted J

LUNCH

This week only at

PONDEROSA
Regular $1.29 Lunch includes a sizzling Rib Eye
or Chopped Steak, tossed salad, and warm roll
with butter.

HEY
PODNERS!

Monday thru Saturday, 11 AM to 4 PM

11 !i ! i i !! I

i mmm

WEDNESDAY IS

$ DOLLAR DAY $

i

ROAST BEEF PLATTER
Juicy roast beef stacked high on a sesame seed
bun with crips western fries and creamy cole
slaw

Ponderosa Steak House
E. WOOSTER STREET

$1.00

ACROSS FROM FOOTBALL STADIUM

REG. $1.53
SAVE 53C
300 EAST
WOOSTER ST.
GOOD ONLY
JAN 15
ALL DAY

ATTENTION!
IWiUBEHERE
TO SHOW YOU OUR
NEW *SVU\D\[M®
COLLEGE RING/?
COME SEE IT/

ONE OF THESE DAYS
YOU'RE GOING TO
GET YOURS
A Domino's pizza, that is. The word s out that Domino's
not only makes the best pizza m town, but
that they deliver it fast, usually withm 30 minutes.
And there s no charge for delivery. These are
the big reasons why Dommo * is rapidly becoming the most
popular pi2za home in town. So. next Saturday,
after a hard day of gnl passing »n the stands settle down
to a pizza from Domino's. You owe it to yourself.

The Domino Pooplo aro pizza pooplo, Period.

H DOMINO'S
PIZZA

K .- -. •■*«■,'. ~» '"> W.*- *»,«*.[».»■ ,,!<(..», *l*±f? 'iu-q.td V " '

WED. & THURS.
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Student Services Building

352-5221

STADIUM VIEW
PLAZA

1044 N. Mam Street

NOW OPEN
24 HOURS
t icapt: Cloud Sunday 12 am. to
9 a.m. Optn Sunday 9 a.m. to 9
p.m Cloud Sunday 9 p.m. to
Mon 9 ».m.

Dick Rees

A deadly threesome
BULLETIN
Tkc Bowling Green hockey team
gave caack Ron Mataa a aarlMay
present latt ■l«ht ai II abated Si. < lair
Callege aat af tkc Ice Arena by aa 1-1
canal.
Mataa. wka *■• celebrating all 3Sth
blribday, taw kli akalcra ralae tkelr
aeaiaa record U IM-I BG look
control ol tkc (ante at tkc aUrt aad
wit aever icrlonily threatened
thrtagboat Ike ceateal.
Sieve Ball aad Sieve Marpky led Ike
Falcon offeniivc attack lcorine. two
goali apiece wkile BG center Bob
Dobek aolckcd (oar atilili Tfee
Falcoai are currently ranked teveatb
la Ike nation

By Mark Glaver
Sporli Editor
They are known as "Dyno." "Dobie"
and Buck "
Around Falconland. the names are
accepted with a certain light-heartedness But the names of Doug "Dyno"
Ross. Bob "Dobie" Dobek and Steve
"Buck" Ball are not warmly received
around the rest of the college hockey
world
The opposition may not know the
nicknames, but it knows the abilities of
the three Bowline Green icers.
The trio, by anyone's standard of
college hockey latent, is one of the
most deadly offensive threats
competing today McMaster University found this out the hard way last
weekend at the Ice Arena
THE THREE seniors clicked for an
incredible 26 points last weekend as the
Falcons blasted the Marlins out of the
rink. 14-0 last Friday and 12-4 Saturday
afternoon
The trio did everything but show
patrons to their seats. Their passing
was superb, their timing eiact and
they constantly shelled the opposing
goalies with shot after shot.
Ross stole the show last weekend,
scoring six goals and notching five
assists. His seven-point performance
Friday night set a new BG record and
won him the "Falcon of the week"
award. That same evening, he
recorded his third hat trick (three
goals) of the year
After his record-setting effort
Friday. Ross reacted in a way that has
become characteristic of the entire
three-man offenaive line.
"Without Dobie' and Ball. I wouldn't
have done it." he said casually "They
were setting me up with a lot of good
passes. I didn't even keep track of the
record. It was Just a total team
effort."
ROSS WAS genuinely bored when he
talked about records He appeared to

BG needs improvement

be more concerned with the total
execution of the line.
His attitude it echoed in the words of
Ball and Dobek. To them, the turn total
it only at good at the three separate
parts.
"I think it's pretty plain to tee out
there." said Dobek last weekend. "We
help each other out. I'm trying to round
out my game a little more. Instead of
going for to many goals, I know I nave
two guys who can do it just as well."
"If they past it to me. there is a 75
per cent chance I won't score,"
interrupted Ball with a grin.
BALL WAS making a joke referring
back to last season when he scored 16
goals. He had numerous opportunities
in front of the net last year, and some
thought he could have tallied 20 or 25
goals with a little luck.
But Ball has more than made up for
last year with his consistency and fine
passing this season Last weekend, he
scored one goal and five assists.
Due to the increased passing. Dobek
has run up an impressive number of
assists He leads the team in this
category while also having numerous
goals to his credit.
Although the impressive statistics
would indicate a consistently good performance by the line all year, that has
not been the case. At the beginning of
the season, the seniors turned in some
ragged play.
"We were having our troubles for a
while." Dobek said. "We were fighting
ourselves. When we played in the RPI
tournament (last month}, we saw a
really good line on Northeastern's
team (the game ended in a 4-4 tie). It
sort of made us think a little.
"In the last three games, we've been
playing pretty well. We've been
moving a lot more and looking to get
the good shot on the net."
HEAD COACH Ron Mason also said
the senior line was playing some
ragged hockey earlier in the season.
But he added that when the threesome
is playing well together, "they are one
of the finest lines in the nation."
Dobek said there was a lot of
pressure when the season began to
perform as "one of the best lines in the
country." But he added that the line
has relaxed some since that time and
improved each week.
"We're not standing around and
we're moving more to get the good
pass We're playing as t team and that
has helped us. Oh. and another thing
has helped us." said a smiling Dobek
turning an ear to the Beach Boys
recording of "Surfin' U.S.A."
"The Beach Boys have helped us.
That's our team group." he said with a
hugetmile.
Ilmmin I wonder if the organist at
the Ice Arena knows any Beach Boys'
tunes'"

A capacity crowd jammed Anderson Arena last Saturday
evening to witness the basketball contest between Bowling
Green and Miami University.
A majority of the 5.200-plus patrons probably went away
disappointed.
Disappointed, of course, because the Falcons lott. but alto
disappointed about the way they lost.

Doug Rant

MIAMI SHOULD be given credit for playing exceptionally
well in winning by nine points, 7S-64. They looked good in all
areas of the game and outplayed the Falcons throughout
most of the game.
As far as BG is concerned, the local hoopstert had a bad
night. But they seem to be making a habit of having bad
nights
Although I did not witness the Oral Roberta Tournament,
reports indicate that the Falcons could have played better.
In the 66 64 overtime win over Toledo two weeks ago, BG
played poorly until the latter part of the second half..
Last Wednesday night, the Falcons were literally blown
off the court at Manley Field House in Syracuse, NY as the
Syracuse Orangemen drilled BG, 90-41.
The pasting that the Falcons absorbed at Syracuse
reminds many of the 80-59 lost suffered at the hands of the
Central Michigan Chippewas last year on the Chips' home
floor

the BG Natatorium for a
7:00p.m confrontation

It only took one meet for
the Falcon swimming team
to prove head coach Tom
Stubbs knew what he was
talking about
After coming up on the
short side of a 85-29
slaughter at Eastern Michigan in the season opener.
Stubbs could only respond
with. "We're better than
that
Apparently the team must
have agreed with that analysis 100 per cent at it
upended Ohio University. 6944. last Saturday The validity of that performance will
be tested tonight when Ashland College (AC) comes to

THE EAGLES have been
formidable opponents in
past years, with BG holding
a slim 3-2 series edge, including a 2-0 record in the
Falcon pool. Just how strong
AC is this year will be
answered tonight when the
Eagles open their season
Stubbs does know that the
Eagles are strong in the
butterfly, where freshman
Mark Fette will make his
presence known, and in the
sprints with veteran Jeff
Rogers in the lineup
The freestyle sprints are
still a question mark for the
Falcons, but the continued
development of Larry Cook

PHI KAPPA
TAU

*

KU5n«*t

The BG New

IF THE FALCONS do not win the MAC title this winter,
there will be a lot of disappointed fans Basketball fanatics
on campus and in town are hungry for a winner, and most
agree that BG has the potential to win the conference this
year
Tonight's game could go a long, long way in determining if
the loop crown will return to Bowling Green after a sevenyear absence or go elsewhere

SPORTS
Pag* 6
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Hammye to start tonight
By Dick Reei
AttitUat Sports Edllor

Sl.v. Boll

When the Falcon basket
ball season began two
months ago, most people did
not figure Ron Hammye into
the varsity plans
He was supposedly the
"big man of the future" for
Bowling Green, and with the
return of four lettermen that
measured 6-7 or better.
Hammye seemed destined
for junior varsity play and

has Stubbs optimistic about
BG's chances in the short
events Cook was impressive
in the meet with the Bobcats
when he took an important
second place in the 100-yard
freestyle
Stubbs anticipates an
early Falcon lead with a
victory in the 400-yard
medley relay. The Eagles do
not have a proven backstroker, let alone one that
can keep up with senior BG
co-captain Bill Bradburn

who virtually assured a
relay victory against OU
withi a 57.6 first leg.

FREE DELIVERY

HOT ROAST
BEEF SUBS

HOT HAM &
CHEESE SUBS

FALCON PIZZA
352-1215

Falcon Pizza

UNUKE PAST years, theFalcons are well-stocked
with diving talent Junior
Jed Cole and freshmen Kurt
Seibenick and Jim Butt will
challenge AC'S Dave Cole,
who won both diving competitions in last year's 70-43
BG win
The Falcons also have a
strong freestyle distance

Falcon Pizza
352-1215

corps that Stubbs believes
will give the Eagles trouble.
Sophomore Jon Watts heads
the list after posting his best
500-yard freestyle time ever
against the Bobcats
Versatile Dave Ryland.
who won the 100-yard freestyle latt Saturday, will also
compete. Ryland's 10:23.7
time against OU was the
third fastest time in the MidAmerican Conference this
season.

352-1215

Dairy
Queen

WE'RE
OPEN

*

Refreshments

Come on in out of the cold
DAIRY QUEEN will warm your
tummy with a delicious hot sandwich or soup.

*
*

Come And Meet
The Brothers

Open: Mon.-Sat. til midnight
Sun. til 11:30
434 E. Wooster

I TONIGHT from
| 7:30 - 9:30

It is going to take a united, determined effort on the part
of the coaching staff and players to perform as they are
capable of performing against Central Michigan
It would be a shame to see the talent that presently exists
on the BG hoop squad go to waste.

BobDob.W

••••••••••••••••
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MANY PEOPLE blame the lack of effectiveness on head
coach Pat Haley. Others blame the players themselves. It is
not my intention to single out any individual, be it player or
coach, for the lackluster play of late
But it can be said without too much opposition that the
Falcon cagers have a lot of room for improvement
considering the way they have been performing recently.

THE CHIPPEWAS just happen to be the Falcons'
opponent tonight. The cagers will travel to Mt. Pleasant,
Mich, this evening with hopes of avenging last season's
embarrassment.
But if the Falcon hoopstert play like they did againtt
Miami, they better not even think about winning tonight.

Tankers go for second win
By Pete Engleharl
Sufi Writer

The Chippewas are 9-1 and 2-0 in the Mid-American
Conference (MAC). Tbey are also extremely tough to beat
at borne.
BG It going to need a super effort to win tonight's contest.
The Falcons need more offensive movement, and they must
work for better shots against a zone defense Turnovers
must be cut down, and the team's foul shooting- which has
been atrocious to date-has to improve.
If BG does not correct these things, it could well find itself
on the losing ledger in key upcoming MAC games
Opposing teams have found it to their liking to confront
the Falcons with a tone defense At the same time. BG has
not been overly successful in playing against a zone.

By Dick Reel
Attlitait Sparta Editor

rebounds in 24 minutes of
action against Syracuse last
Wednesday Against Miami
last Saturday night, the
blond-haired
youngster
hustled his way for 12 points
and hauled down a gamehigh 15 rebounds

only spot varsity performances.
That has all changed
The 6-9 freshman, who has
been impressive In the last
two Falcon outings as a substitute, is listed as a starter
for tonight's 7:30 encounter
with Central Michigan University (CMUl. The
Chippewas are leading the
Mid-American Conference
(MAC) with a 2-0 record and
riding a nine-game winning
streak after losing their
season opener.

"The coaches told me 1
might start againtt Miami,
to I was more mentally
prepared than at Syracuse."
he said. "Here. lAnderson
Arena), you come out and
hear the band playing and
the crowd noise and you get
psyched."

"I'LL BE nervous, of
course, until the game
starts." Hammye said
yesterday "Then, I'll just
go out and try to do mv
best."

HAMMYE SAID he is confident that he can make a
positive contribution for the
Falcons tonight
"If I don't make a contribution, I don't want to be in
there playing.'' he
explained.
"I feel kind of confident
going to the boards, because
I'll have Cash and those
other guys to help me."

The Genoa native will
start in place of Andre
Richardson, who will not
make the trip because of an
injury.
Hammye scored nine
points and grabbed 10

Hammye said
"The
coaches tell me to try to be
confident That's the way to
be if you want to win "
Along with Hammye
starting at center. BG head
coach Pat Haley will employ
another lineup switch The
change has guard Steve
Cooper going to the bench,
with 6-5 sophomore Dan
Hipsher replacing him
"Hipsher's a good shooter,
and we plan to use a zone
defense, so the change
should help us. Haley said
yesterday before he put his
squad through a final drill in
preparation for the Chippewas
"It's our biggest game of
the year," the BG coach
said "Considering it's on
their home floor, and the
length of the trip plus their
winning streak, it's
obviously going to be a big
game."
Tonight's encounter can
be heard locally over radio
station WAWR-FM (93 5)

TONIGHT - 5-9 P.M.

SPAGHETTI
with fresh garlic bread

99'
sorry, no delivery

lAGUM'S

1004 S. Main, B.G.

Ph. 352-7571

••••••••••••••••

LAST CHANCE FCC SENIOR HCSX
January 20-24

9am to 5pm

For appointments call 372-0086

3!OStuclServ

